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In early January 1857, following his well-publicized year of guerrilla warfare waged on behalf of the free-state cause in eastern Kansas, John Brown embarked on a whirlwind speaking and fund-raising tour throughout New England. Brown, through the constant field reporting of James Redpath and William Phillips in Horace Greeley’s New York Tribune and Richard Hinton in the Boston Traveller, had become something of a celebrity in Boston and New York, even to the point of having a Broadway play produced about his exploits.¹

Born May 9, 1800, in Torrington, Connecticut, John Brown grew up in Hudson, Ohio, and the Western Reserve. As a young man he worked in Ohio and Pennsylvania as a tanner and wool broker. He married twice and fathered twenty children. By the 1830s Brown, a devout Calvinist, became increasingly involved in the abolitionist movement, becoming friends with men such as Gerrit Smith and Frederick Douglass. In the late 1840s he moved to North Elba in upstate New York to farm and assist former slave families living in the area. By 1855 five of Brown’s sons had moved from drought-stricken Ohio to Kansas to settle near Osawatomie. They wrote their father often of the troubles in the area resulting from the struggle over whether Kansas would enter the Union as a free or slave state. John Brown Jr. wrote his father that they needed arms “more than we do bread.” Soon John Brown joined his sons at Brown’s Station, Kansas. Throughout late 1855 and 1856 Brown became an increasing force in the free-state movement, rejecting the Garrisonian “moral suasionist” approach to the Southern


“Slave Power” and embarking on a more militant and violent crusade to stop the spread of slavery into Kansas.²

One of Brown’s first visits upon his return from Kansas to Boston was with his old friend and benefactor Amos A. Lawrence. The two had known each other since the 1840s when Brown, then a broker for the wool industry of Pennsylvania and Ohio, conducted business with the large Lawrence textile manufactory. Lawrence was impressed with Brown, and although perhaps willfully unaware of the Pottawatomie killings and Brown’s complicity in them, Lawrence agreed to contribute further funds to Brown’s Kansas plans, calling him the “Miles Standish of Kansas.”³

Soon Brown was off, accompanied and assisted by a young, energetic agent of the National Kansas Committee, Franklin Sanborn, to address a funding committee of the Massachusetts legislature.⁴ There, on February 18, Brown, along with his friend Edmund B. Whitman, delivered a speech that, for the most part, provided the template for the remainder of his New England speaking tour, including the speech given in Concord famously attended by Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau.⁵

Brown as a speaker was variously described. Recalling the speech later in his own “A Plea for Captain John Brown,” Thoreau thought him something of “a volcano with an ordinary chimney-flue.” Francis Wayland, after having heard Brown lecture in Worcester, wrote “John Brown, a flame of fire in action, was dull in speech.”⁶ Franklin Sanborn thought Brown’s voice to be “masculine, deep and metallic.” Emerson felt that “everyone who has heard him speak has been impressed alike by his simple, artless goodness joined with his sublime courage.”⁷


7. Oates, To Purge This Land With Blood, 184.
Be that as it may, Brown’s objectives were clear and his need great. Actually he had two fund-raising objectives on this eastern trip. His efforts on behalf of Kansas proved disappointing. But Brown received some welcome assurance regarding the welfare of his wife, Mary, and his two young daughters, living nearly destitute in North Elba, New York. Through the assistance of Amos Lawrence and George Luther Stearns, Brown was able to pay off the farm mortgage to Gerrit Smith and feel some security that his family would be looked after should he die fighting for the “cause of Freedom in Kansas.” Lawrence wrote to Brown on March 20: “In case anything shld occur while you are engaged in a great and good cause to shorten yr life, you may rest assured that yr wife & children shall be cared for more liberally than you now propose. the family of ‘Capt John Brown of Ossawatomie’ will not be turned out to starve in this country, until Liberty herself is driven out.”

Still, Brown felt greatly let down by the overall response to his pleas for support. He wrote to William Barnes expressing his “sad heart having failed to secure even the means of equiping; to say nothing of feeding men.” In the March 4 New York Tribune Brown had published an appeal entitled “To the Friends of Freedom” in the hope of securing more backing, but the ad provided little financial return.

To secure the basic necessities required to keep a company operating in the field, Brown drew up a requisition order for Horace White, assistant secretary of the National Kansas Committee, that gave specifics. White agreed to acquire and accompany the material to Lawrence on Brown’s behalf.

While in hiding from federal marshals at the home of Judge Thomas Russell, Brown composed a bitter “Farewell” to the Boston community. It chided Boston’s high society for its hypocrisy and failure to support the cause of freedom in Kansas, the Brahmin elite all the while honoring and revering their own antiquated, and to Brown now hollow, monuments to freedom celebrating the Revolutionary War.

One success Brown did enjoy, however, was the formation in Boston of a group, later known as the Secret Six, that would provide support to a plan much broader than the fight in Kansas. The six men (Gerrit Smith, George

8. Lawrence, Life of Amos A. Lawrence, 128. Original letter in John Brown Collection, Library and Archives Division, Kansas State Historical Society.
A BRIEF CHRONOLOGY OF JOHN BROWN


1805: Brown family moves to Hudson, Ohio.

1812: John Brown herds cattle, for his father, from Ohio to Detroit to supply General William Hull’s forces during the War of 1812.

1837: Following the murder of abolitionist editor Elijah P. Lovejoy, Brown vows to “consecrate my life to the destruction of slavery.”


1855: Brown follows his sons to Kansas Territory, arriving at Brown’s Station, west of Osawatomie, on October 7.

DECEMBER 1855: Brown participates in the Wakarusa War at Lawrence. Forms the “Liberty Guards.”

MAY 24–25, 1856: Brown leads the Potawatomi Massacre, murdering five proslavery men, following the sack of Lawrence on May 21.

JUNE 2, 1856: Brown’s forces defeat those of Henry Clay Pate at the Battle of Black Jack in southeastern Douglas County.

AUGUST 30, 1856: Brown’s forces are defeated at the Battle of Osawatomie. His son Frederick is killed.

1857: Brown tours New England speaking and raising funds for his Kansas crusade. He returns to Kansas in November to begin recruiting men for his planned raid on Harpers Ferry, Virginia.

1858: Brown attends the Chatham Convention in Canada.

JUNE 1858: Following the Marais des Cygnes Massacre, Brown returns to southeastern Kansas.

DECEMBER 20, 1858: Brown leads a raid into western Missouri to free eleven slaves.

OCTOBER 16–18, 1859: John Brown’s raid on Harpers Ferry.

NOVEMBER 2, 1859: John Brown sentenced to death.

DECEMBER 2, 1859: John Brown hanged at Charlestown, Virginia.

Luther Stearns, Theodore Parker, Franklin Sanborn, Thomas Wentworth Higginson, and Samuel Gridley Howe), all prominent New England reformers with strong abolitionist sentiments, saw in John Brown the manifestation and means of their desire to break the slave power in the South.11

Brown did have one last errand to make before starting back for Kansas. The Battle of Black Jack near Baldwin City, Kansas, left Brown with a number of war souvenirs, one of which he had used as a prop during his New England speeches: Henry Clay Pate’s Bowie knife. Brown visited blacksmith Charles Blair in Collinsville, Connecticut, and showed him the knife, asking if he could “make a thousand like it to be attached to poles about six feet long.” Thus originated the famous pikes of Harpers Ferry, which Brown intended to use as arms for liberated slaves. At the time, however, Brown claimed they “would be a capital weapon to place in the hands of the settlers in Kansas, to keep in their cabins to defend themselves against ‘border ruffians or wild beasts.’”12

The speech, as transcribed here, contains Brown’s personal notations for emphasis including his underlining of individual words.13 For props, along with Pate’s Bowie knife, Brown dramatically rattled the chains that were used to hobble John Brown Jr. at Camp Sackett, and he brandished a charred Bible taken from the ruins of Brown’s Station. Brown later gave the Bowie knife to George Luther Stearns, and the chains to Henry Ward Beecher.

Of Brown’s education and grammar Thoreau wrote:

He did not go to Harvard. He was not fed on the pap that is there furnished. As he phrased it, “I know no more grammar than one of your calves.” But he went to the University of the West, where he studied the science of Liberty; and, having taken his degrees, he finally commenced the public practice of humanity in Kansas. Such were his humanities—he would have left a Greek accent slanting the wrong way, and righted a falling man.14


13. Brown Collection. Sanborn, Life and Letters of John Brown, 242, describes the document as “part of the notes which Brown drew up for his speeches at Hartford, Boston, Concord and other New England towns.” The notes are transcribed, with heavily edited grammar and corrected spellings, in ibid., 243–46. A similar set of notes, although incomplete, was donated to the Kansas State Historical Society in 1947 by Brown scholar Boyd B. Stutler. For a full transcription of these notes, see Redpath, The Public Life of Captain John Brown, 177–82.

IDEA OF THINGS IN KANSAS

I propose in order to make this meeting as useful, & interesting as I can:

1st to try; & give a correct idea of the condition of things in Kansas, as they were: while I was there; & as I suppose they still are, as far as the great question at issue is concerned. & here let me remark that in Kansas the question is never raised of a man: Is he a Democrat. Is he a Republican? The questions there raised are Is he a Free State man? Or is he a proslavery man? The machinery of a territorial government not yet in motion the proslavery settlers from the slave states, many of them turned to be the most determined Free State men; & fighting in all their Battles. The comparative strength of the parties; as regards numbers, intelligence, Industry, & good habits generally.

2d Tell my own errand from the territory. Get the means of supporting my family, of supporting men finding them equipage &c. The kind of men, & emigrants I want to find. The effect of good or bad Pioneer emigration on new settlements.

3d Statement of facts within my own knowledge.

I saw while in Missouri in the Fall of 1855 large numbers on their way to Kansas to Vote; & also returning after they had so done as they said. I together with Four of my Sons were called out to help defend Lawrence in the Fall of 1855 & traveled most of the way on foot; & during a dark Night, a distance of 35 Miles: where we were detained with some 500 others or thereabouts from 5 to 15 days: say an average of 10 days at a cost to each pr day of $1,50 as wages to say nothing of the actual loss & suffering it occasioned. Many of them leaving their families at home sick, their crops not secured, their houses unprepared for Winter, & many of them without houses at all. This was the case with myself, & all my sons: who were unable to get any house built after our return. Loss in that case as wages alone; would amount to $7500, Loss & suffering in consequence cannot be estimated. I saw at that time the body of the murdered Barbour; & was present when his Wife, & other friends were brought in to see him as he lay in the clothes he had on when killed. No very pleasant sight. I went, in the Spring of last year with some of my sons amongst the Buford men; in the character of a Surveyor, to see & hear from them their business into the territory. This took us from our work I and numerous others in the Spring of last year traveled some 10 Miles or over on foot, to meet & advise as to what should be done to meet the gathering storm. This occasioned much loss of time. I also with many other about the same time traveled on foot a similar distance to attend a meeting of Judge [Sterling G.] Cat's Court; to find out what kind of Laws he intended to enforce. This occasioned further loss of time.

I with Six Sons; & a Son in Law were again called out to defend Lawrence May 20th & 21st [1856] and traveled most of the way there on foot: & during the night; being 35 miles. From that date neither of us could do any work about our homes; but lost our whole time until we left in Oct last; excepting one of my sons, who had a few Weeks to devote to the care of his own & his Brothers family who had been burned out of their houses while the Two men were prisoners.

From abut the 20th of May of last year Hundreds of men like ourselves lost their whole time:

15. Thomas W. Barber, an Ohio abolitionist and member of the Bloomington Guards, was shot west of Lawrence during the Wakarusa War in an encounter with a proslavery posse from Lecompton.
16. Major Jefferson Buford was a leader of a Southern proslavery military contingent in Kansas Territory at the time.
17. The sack of Lawrence had occurred on May 21, 1856. Brown, four of his sons, and two other settlers retaliated on May 24–25, killing five proslavery settlers along Pottawatomie Creek in Franklin County. Brown rarely spoke of this and does not refer to the killings in this speech. His two eldest sons, John Jr. and Jason, did not participate in the Pottawatomie Massacre but were captured and accused of complicity in the crime.
The first page of John Brown’s handwritten speech that he delivered throughout New England in 1857 in an attempt to raise funds for the Kansas free-state cause. The original speech is in the John Brown Collection at the Kansas State Historical Society.
& entirely failed of securing any kind of crop whatever. I believe it safe to say that 500 Free State men lost each 120 days at $1,50 pr day, which would be to say nothing of attendant losses $90,000 Dollars.

I saw the ruins of many Free State mens houses, at different places in the Territory; together with Stacks of grain wasted, & burning to the amount of say $50,000 Dollars. Making in lost time & destruction of property more than $150,000 Dollars. On or about the 30th May last Two of my Sons with several others were imprisoned without other crime than opposition to Bogus enactments; & most barbarously treated for a time. One being held about One Month; the other about Four months. Both had their families in Kansas; & destitute of houses; being burned out after they were imprisoned. In this burning; all the Eight were sufferers; as we all had our effects at the Two houses. One of my sons had his oxen taken from him at this time & never recovered them. Here is the chain with which one of [my sons, John J.] was confined after the cruelty, sufferings, & anxiety he underwent had rendered him a Maniac. Yes a Maniac.

On the 2d of June last my son in Law was terribly wounded; supposed to be mortally; & two other Free State men at Black Jack. On the 6th or 7th of June last one of my sons was wounded by accident in camp supposed to be mortally; & may prove a cripple for life. In Aug last I was present & saw the mangled & shockingly disfigured boddy of the murdered Hoyt of Deerfield, Mass: brought into our camp. I knew him well. I saw several other Free State men who were either killed or wounded whose names I cannot now remember. I saw Dr Graham who was a prisoner with the Ruffians on the 2d of June last & was present when they wounded him, in an attempt to Kill him as he was trying to save himself from being murdered by them during the fight of Black Jack. I know that for much of the time during the last Summer the travel over a portion of the Territory was entirely cut off: & that none but bodies of armed men dared to move at all. I know that for a considerable time the Mails on different routes were entirely stoped: & that notwithstanding there were abundant U S troops at hand to escort the Mails, that such escorts were not furnished as they might; or ought to have been. I saw while it was standing; & afterward saw the ruins of a most valua house full of good articles & stoves: which had been burned by the Ruffians, for a highly civilized, inteligent, & most exemplary Christian Indian: for being suspected of favouring Free State men. He is known as Ottawa Jones; or John T Jones. In Sept last I visited a beautiful little Free State Town called Stanton on the North side of the Osage or Meridezene [Marais des Cygnes] river as it is called: from which every inhabitant had fled (being in fear of their lives) after having built them at a heavy expense a strong Block House or wooden fort for their protection. Many of them had left their effects liable to be destroyed or carried off not being able to remove them. This was a most gloomy scene; & like a visit to a vast sepulcre. During last Summer & Fall deserted Houses, & Cornfields were to be met with in almost every direction South of the Kansas river. I saw the burning of Osawatomie by a body of some 400 Ruffians, & of Franklin [near Lawrence] afterwards by some 2700 men. The first named on Aug 30th; the last named Sept 14th or 15th. Gov [John W.] Geary had been for some time in the territory; & might have saved Franklin with perfect ease. It would have cost the U S One Dollar to have saved Franklin.

18. The “Bogus enactments” refers to the laws regarding slavery imposed by the proslavery Kansas territorial legislature, elected in March 1855, by stuffed ballot boxes and intimidation of voters by militias from western Missouri.
20. David Starr Hoyt was killed on Washington Creek on August 11, precipitating the Battle of Fort Saunders on August 15.
with Five sick and wounde Sons, & Son-in-Law; were obliged for some time to lie on the ground without shelter, our Boots, & clothes worn out, destitute of money, & at times almost in a State of starvation; & dependant on the charities of the Christian Indian, & his Wife: whom I before named. I saw in Sept last a Mr Parker who I well know; with his Head all bruised over, & his Throat partly cut; having before been draged sick out of the house of Ottawa Jones the Indian (when it was burned) & thrown for dead over the bank of the Ottawa Creek. I saw Three mangled bodies of Three young men, Two of which were dead; & had lain on the open ground for about 18 Hours for the Flies to work at; the other living with Twenty Buck Shot, & Bullet holes in

To secure the basic necessities required to keep a company operating in the field, Brown drew up this memorandum containing a requisition order of specific needs. Horace White, assistant secretary of the National Kansas Committee, agreed to acquire and accompany the material to Lawrence on Brown's behalf. The original “Memorandum” is in the John Brown Collection at the Kansas State Historical Society.
him. One of those Two dead; was my own Son.\textsuperscript{21} I know that many others whose names I cannot now remember suffered terrible hardships, exposures, privations & cruelties such as I have named. I well know that on or about the 14th Sept last a large force of Missourians; & other Ruffians numbering 2800 (as stated by Gov Geary) invaded the territory, burned Franklin; & while the smoke of that place was going up behind them: they on the same day, made their appearance in full view of & within about a mile of Lawrence. & I know of no possible reason why they did not attack, & burn that place except that about 100 Free State men volunteered to go out on the open plain before the Town. & there gave them the offer of a fight: which they declined after getting some few scattering shots from our men; & then retreated back towards Franklin. I saw that whole thing. The government troops at this time were with Gov Geary at Lecompton: a distance of Twelve Miles only from Lawrence; & notwithstanding several runners had been to advise him in good time of the approach, or of the setting out of the enemy: who had to march some Forty Miles, to reach Lawrence; he did not: on that memorable occasion get a single soldier on to the ground, untill after the enemy had retreated back to Franklin: & had been gone for more than Five Hours. He did get troops there about midnight afterwards, & that is the way he saved Lawrence as he boasts of doing; in his Message to the Bogus Legislature. This was just the kind of protection the Administration & its tools have afforded the Free State settlers of Kansas from the first.

It cost the U S more than half a Million for a year past to harrass poor Free State settlers, in Kansas, & to violate all Law, & all right, Moral, & Constitutional for the sole, & only purpose, of forcing Slavery upon that Territory. I chalenge this whole Nation to prove before God or mankind to contrary. Who paid this money to enslave the settlers of Kansas; & worry them out? I say nothing in this estimate of the money wast-ed by Congress in the management of this horri-bly tyrannical, & Damnable affair. Answer Questions I am trying to raise from $ 20, to 25 000, Dollars in the Free States to enable me to continue my efforts in the cause of Freedom. Will the people of Connecticut my native State afford me some aid in this undertaking? Will the Gentle-men & Ladies of Hartford where I make my first Appeal in this State: set the example of an earnest effort? Will some Gentleman or Lady take hold & try what can be done by small contributions from Counties Cities Towns, Societies or Churches? I think the little beggar children in the streets are sufficiently interested to warrant or in some other way their collecting if there was any need of it to secure the object. I was told that the Newspapers in a certain City were dressed in mourning on hearing that I was killed & scalped in Kansas; but I did not know of it untill I reached the place. Much good it did me. In the same place I met a more cool reception than in any other place where I have stoped. If my friends will hold up my hands while I live: I will freely absolve them from any expence over me when I am dead. I do not ask for pay but shall be most grateful for all the assistance I can get.

Although Brown was disappointed with the level of support he received for continuing his campaign in Kansas, he did manage, through the auspices of the National Kansas Committee and individual donations, to acquire a considerable arsenal of weapons and had them shipped to his training base in Tabor, Iowa. By November 1857, however, Brown’s attention was becoming more fixed on an invasion of Virginia in hope of sparking a slave rebellion. Although he spent much of 1858 in southeastern Kansas, the arsenal he acquired in 1857 eventually would be shipped to the Kennedy farm in Maryland, from which Brown would launch his famous and fateful raid on Harpers Ferry, Virginia, on October 16, 1859.

\textsuperscript{21} Brown’s youngest son, Frederick, was shot dead just prior to the Battle of Osawatomie by Reverend Martin White, a proslavery advocate riding into town in advance of the larger forces of John W. Reid.